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Big Data: Managing
the Unmanageable
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
We’ve always been fascinated with paradoxes, especially
those related to our knowledge systems. The early logi-
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What began in human learning as binary simple has

if-then information choices for us have also evolved into
new complexities.
THE CORE PARADOX OF BIG DATA
The cyclonic collection of data called the MIT Billion
Price Project was designed to predict inflation. When you
get down to its elemental particles, it’s all just zeros and
ones. The hardware farm, the millions of lines of coded
instructions, the speed of operations that make the complexity invisible—it’s all just watching zeros and ones.
And our new chip-managed
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binaries, our yes-no dynamic for information, has gotten beyond us. We’ve entered
a new world, the Era of Big Data, which
Wikipedia defines this way: “Big data usually includes data sets with sizes beyond
the ability of commonly used software
tools to capture, curate, manage, and
process the data within a tolerable elapsed
time.” The challenges of dealing with these
vast stores of information include “storage, search, sharing, transfer, analysis, and visualization.”

Among the many topics covered, there’s an interesting

Like the befuddling but very useful mathematical con-

comparison of the first book to document human disease

cepts of infinity and numbers with large superscript powers,

(1664) and the statistical information available to people to-

big data sets are now measured in exabytes. One of those

day through genetic testing. The chapter “Googling Google”

equals one quintillion bytes. Yes, that’s a real word. The

analyzes the company, describing it as the “Octopus Ele-

more familiar gigabyte is more than a billion bytes, and an

phatis Googleplexus” that has tentacles into everything and

exabyte is more than a billion gigabytes—if that clears up

forgets nothing. Another chapter looks at how crowdsourc-

anything.

ing has taken hold in science. Crowd science has provided
research in a number of specialized fields, and “it offers an

A PRIMER

imaginative answer to a central problem of 21st Century sci-

What we need at this juncture is a primer, a little book of

ence: too much information.” The SETI project is a famous

basic elements to get us started, and I can think of no better

example of nonscientists offering their computers in a “dis-

title than The Human Face of Big Data by Rick Smolan and

tributed computing” pool analyzing radio-telescope data for

Jennifer Erwitt. True to the nature of its subject, this little

signs of extraterrestrial life.

primer is big. It’s 11.5" ✕ 15", and it’s hefty. Or you can

of information initiatives, including an interesting program

little mobile phone.

called ShotSpotter. Using acoustic receivers and high-speed

The best thing about the book is that it takes the billion-

telecommunications, a company monitors the sounds of
gunfire from various locations around the country. Based in

most of the pages are filled with photos and visualizations.

Mountain View, Calif., the company can triangulate the ex-

For example, on the last two pages of Esther Dyson’s essay

act location of a gunshot, and it sends immediate notifica-

“Pulse of the Planet,” she offers Clive Humby’s thesis that

tions to local police, sparing them the problem of chasing

data is the new oil with a two-page image of an erupting oil

down the location of incidents and shooters.
Throughout the book, illustrations and graphics create

thesis: “Every hour we create enough Internet traffic to fill

manageable metaphors for some rather large concepts and

7 billion DVDs; 80% of all humans own a mobile phone of

data collections. Not a new trick, these kinds of visual analo-

some sort; 10% of all photos ever taken were taken in 2011;”

gies often are the only way mobile computers can deal with

and so on. A simple proof for the thesis comes from another

big data sets. For example, the StockTouch app, pictured

quote about data. “From the beginning of recorded time un-

above, uses a “heat map” image to instantaneously show the

til 2003,” Dyson explains, “we created five exabytes of data.

current state of 4,000 companies in nine different sectors.

In 2011 the same amount was created every two days. By

You can zoom in or out of the complexity, mark and track

2013, it’s expected that the time will shrink to 10 minutes.”

favorites, or just get the whole picture at that hour at a

As you read more examples of this kind of growth, the
implication emerges that these changes in information

glance.
Not only is big data being collected all over the landscape,

stores and processing will be transformative. As Dan

but it’s massaging change into cultures around the globe.

Gardner warns in his introduction, “Big data could know us

Check out The Human Face of Big Data at bookstores,

better than we know ourselves.”

Apple’s App Store, or www.humanfaceofbigdata.com. SF
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gigabyte subject in smaller bites. There are eight essays, and

well. The large flying droplets contain text illustrating the
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The chapter on crime, “Dark Data,” describes a number

download the app version of the text that will fit on your

